Solar concentrator always plays an important role in solar energy collection as it could enhance the energy density effectively. Various structures of solar concentrators have been researched in recent years, among which multi-surface (MS) and multi-element (ME) combinations are the two typical structures. MS concentrator is an improved structure for single surface concentrator. It is usually designed to increase the acceptance angle, enhance the light intercepting efficiency, homogenize the energy distribution, etc. ME concentrator is generally consist of two or more optical elements, in which MS concentrators are usually used as assistant optical components. ME concentrator always has larger tolerance on tracking error so that it is much easier to track the sun. It could be applied in high power concentration. The combination on optical elements of MS and ME solar concentrators was diagramed and theirs advantages and disadvantages were evaluated. Nowadays, solar applications are becoming more and more diverse and concomitantly, the researching methods are also improving. The computer-aided methods including numerical computation and optical simulation are the dominant method in nowadays, which makes it easier to analyze various structures of solar concentrators and their complex applications. Besides, solar applications are not limited in CT and CPV, but in many other fields such as solar daylighting, solar-pumped laser, solar cooling, solar desalination etc. It has been believed that more and more innovative designs on solar concentrator will be proposed in the future. * Corresponding author. hongfeizh@bit.edu.cn (H. Zheng) baalxmxl@yeah.net (X. Ma) aa6328@coventry.ac.uk (S. Liu) X. Ma et al. / Journal of Daylighting 6 (2019) 80-96 2383-8701/
Introduction
Solar concentrators are efficient devices that used for collecting the low-density solar energy to obtain high-quality energy. Reflectors with parabolic surfaces and lenses with convex-shaped surfaces are the two main type of concentrators, which have been used for solar concentration since earlier time. From 1980s, some of European and American countries built several solar power plants with parabolic trough concentrators (PTC) [1] . However, the power plants were not managed very well in commercial level, especially in developing countries, due to some demerits of PTC when it is used in practices, such as large wind resistance, apt accumulation of dust and snow, high requirement of tracking precision, as well as huge energy consumption of driving and operation, etc. [2, 3] . Fresnel lens was invented by Augustin Jean Fresnel in 1820s and used for beacon [4] . Unlike ordinary lens, Fresnel lens has large aperture and thin thickness, for which it has several advantages such as small volume, low material cost, light weight, small f-number (Ratio of focal length and aperture width), and importantly, effectively increase of the energy density. The development of material technology has promoted the progress of Fresnel lens. Plastics like Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) and Poly Carbonate (PC) are taking the place of glass gradually. Besides, the development of manufacturing is another reason that accelerates Fresnel lens' application. In 1951, Mill [5] designed and manufactured the world's first plastic Fresnel lens by injection molding. He found that the plastic Fresnel lens has superior surface as well as the glass material. Even though, plastic Fresnel lenses were not applied in solar field until 1970s, when a large number of researches studied the Fresnel lenses, especially on PMMA and PC materials. Nevertheless, Fresnel lenses were not widely applied on solar concentration due to its intrinsic properties and crucial defects, such as the focal length of the Fresnel lens is not stable, which makes it difficult to receive the concentrated energy [6] ; the plastic material is apt to aging and easily scratched, which could not be accepted by industry easily. Some researchers have surveyed systematical information on development of solar concentrator. Xie et al. [7] focused on concentrated solar applications by using Fresnel lenses. The recent developments of imaging Fresnel lens solar concentration systems and non-imaging systems were reviewed. Miller et al. [8] mainly talked about durability of Fresnel lenses used in the concentrating photovoltaic application. Jun Xiao et al. [9] investigated the measuring methods for solar concentrators' shape and surface. Ahmad Mojiri et al. [10] concentrated on the spectral beam splitting technology for efficient conversion of solar energy. Dhyia Aidroos Baharoon et al. [11] retrospect the development history of concentrating solar power technologies. Reflection-type solar concentrators have been specifically concerned. Srikanth Madala et al. [12] reviewed the non-imaging solar concentrators for stationary and passive tracking applications. Concentrators with large acceptance angle including compound parabolic concentrator (CPC), total dielectric concentrator and some two-stage solar systems have been summarized. Meng Tian et al. [13] introduced the progress in the CPC for solar energy applications. Literatures since 2000 have been mainly reviewed, but there is no systematical discussion on the structure of solar concentrator. A Table lists out the reviewing papers on solar concentration, solar materials, solar cells, light splitting utilization etc. in recent years. With development of solar concentration, single optical element could not always satisfy all concentrating requirements. Some researchers have attempted to change the structural form of solar concentrators. It has been found that combining two or more optical surfaces or elements into one concentrator will achieve better performance. In this paper, a review on solar concentrators with MS and ME combinations was surveyed. Some representative designs, special structures and interesting thoughts were also summarized. MS solar concentrator is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the solar concentrators with combined elements. Section 4 introduces some specialshaped solar concentrators. Finally, a detailed discussion and perspective are given in section 5.
MS solar concentrator
MS solar concentrators are usually comprised of two or more different surfaces. The most popular non-imaging concentrator is known to be the CPC that was firstly used for solar energy by Winston and Hinterberger [14] . CPC is transferred and developed from parabolic concentrator. As Fig. 1(a) shows, though translating and rotating, and cutting off the redundant parts, an ideal structure has been obtained. CPCs are more acceptable for solar energy collection because they can achieve highest concentrated solar energy for any acceptance angle and they have a constant acceptance angle over the entire entrance aperture [15, 16] . Figure 1(b) shows the characteristic on the intercept coefficient by changing the tilt incidence. However, CPC is ideal only for the uniform incident solar flux, but nature solar energy is not uniform. The further developed edge-ray principle makes it could be designed much more suitable for the non-uniformity natural light [17] . This change has attracted more investigations on CPC and promoted a wider utilization.
Although, CPC has better performance on solar concentration, its weaknesses are also obvious. Comparing to single parabolic concentrator, CPC has higher height and thinner width, so it requires more vertical space. Besides, the acceptance angle is not large enough to make it work without tracking. In this case, many different forms of CPC-type concentrators and new structures have been put into research.
Double surfaces combination

Reflective CPC-type solar concentrator
In 1996, Gordon et al. [18] put forward a modified CPC collector, tailored edge-ray concentrator (TERC), which colligates translation and rotation and tailoring to obtain optimal reflector contours. The total stationary TERC has around three times of geometrical concentration ratio (GCR), with greater energy delivery. Although TERCs have lower GCR, but has better energy distribution uniformity. So it is mostly used for concentrating photovoltaic/thermal hybrid system (CPV/T). Heat is obtained during the solar cells' cooling process [19] . However, the high height limited TERC's acceptance angle. Yamei Yu [20, 21] modified the structure of TERC and then obtained a restricted exit angle CPC (CPC-65), showed in Fig. 2 . The single side of CPC-65 is combined by parabolic and flat surfaces. To illustrate the advantages of CPC-65, another concentrator with same optical parameters, without exit angle restriction CPC-90 was designed for comparison. The height of CPC-65 is about 2/3 to CPC-90. The simulative results show that CPC-65 has larger acceptance angle and better uniformity of focal area than CPC-90, and the power output of CPC-65 is also higher. Wandong Zheng et al. [22] designed a CPC-type concentrator, which combines a parabolic surface with an involute surface. The involute surface was used for enhancing the light intercepting ability. Wandong Zheng had investigated the relations among the height, GCR and acceptance angle of the CPC-type concentrator. It concluded that GCR and acceptance angle are negatively correlated to the height of the concentrator. A 30° acceptance angle concentrator with three times of GCR has been experimental tested. The results showed that the thermal efficiency is about 60.5%. Similarly, Jing Dai [23] also designed a concentrator of parabolic surface and involute surface combination, which was used as secondary concentrator for a two-stage concentrating system. The concentrator was designed with a large part of involute surface to reduce the height and widen its aperture width. As the secondary concentrator, a wider aperture width could reduce the requirement of tracking precision and re-collect the deviated lights. However, there is a non-negligible problem during the concentrating process is that there always exists a slit with a certain width between the wall of glass tube and the surface of absorber, from where some off-axis incident lights could escape off. The energy loss caused is called "Gap Loss". Rachel Oommen et al. [24, 25] presented a 'V' groove bottom to reduce Gap Loss. The escaped light between the receiver and the bottom would reach to the wall of "V" which would be reflected to the receiver again. This collectors has about 2 times GCR of normal CPC collector and used for stationary water heater.
Some researchers have attempted to enlarge the acceptance angle of the concentrator. The asymmetric CPC-type concentrator (ACPC) has been investigated. As Fig. 3 presented, ACPC is generally comprised of parabolic surface and plane, cylinder or CPC. Parabolic surface is the primary reflector and the other parts are assistant reflectors. The focus is usually design on the nearside of the assistant reflector [26] . Milorad et al. [27] designed seashell solar concentrator for high latitude area. A non-imaging asymmetric stationary concentrator consists of a large parabolic reflectors and a small hemi-circle reflector. A heat adsorptive fin is assembled on the hemi-circle reflector. The experimental result shows that the optical efficiency is about 80% with incident angle of 50°. It can be seen that ACPCs are more available to the singleside-tilt incident rays. Inevitably, the tilt incidence increases the cosine effect, which leads to the decrease in both the lighting area and GCR.
Totally internal reflection solar concentrator
Totally internal reflection (TIR) is another technical route of CPCs' development. TIR concentrator utilizes total reflection on the mediums' interface to take place of mirror reflection. Generally, TIR concentrator could be a CPC-shaped vessel that filled with a transparent high index liquid or transparent dielectric solid substance, in which the mechanism for reflection of the sidewalls is totally internal reflection [28] . Figure 4 shows the structure of a TIR concentrator. Actually, TIR concentrator has equal results like transmission-reflection combined two-stage concentrator. Light will be refracted when it is going through the upper interface, so TIR concentrator have larger acceptance angle.
Xu Yu et al. [29] designed one kind of miniature dielectric CPCtype TIR concentrator (dCPC). They had found that the lights would only traverse through the bottom of the dCPC when incident angle is less than 20°. When incident angle increases exceeding 20°, some light starts to shoot out through the sidewall. This technology will be a wonderful advantage for buildingintegrated application. Chaoqing Feng et al. [30] designed a flat plate dCPC concentrator that used for concentrating photovoltaic/thermal/daylighting system. The solar cells are adhered on the bottom of the dCPC. In the early morning and later afternoon, more sunlight is needed for natural indoor lighting, the light will be transferred through the dCPC as the incident angle is much larger than its acceptance angle. During the near-noon time, sunlight supplies sufficiently and the indoor lighting is bright enough to let more natural light into the room the sunlight within the acceptance angle of dCPC will converse the redundant sunlight into electricity. Meanwhile, the hot water was used to store the thermal energy from the cooling process of solar cells.
Cruz-Silva et al. [31] presented one kind of shaped dielectric TIR concentrator. Its upper interface was spherical surface and two sidewalls were figure out by numerical method. It could always achieve maximum concentration so that it was much appreciated to Fresnel-type two-stage system. However, TIR concentrator extends the acceptance angle, with the reflection loss on the upper interface increased. In addition, the solid structure consumes a large mass of material, which obviously increases the absorption loss. Hence, it is not applicable for large size concentrator.
Multiple surfaces combination
It is similar to two-surface combination, changing the structure of CPC to obtain MS concentrator is still the preferred method. For example, the structure of three-surface combination solar concentrator is shown in Fig. 5 . The primary reflector contains section AB and section BC, which are parabolic surfaces generally. The assistant reflector, section CD, is involute surface as it could reflect the light onto the receiver efficiently. For CPV use, CD could be replaced by flat mirror to get better energy distribution. However, some times the three sections are all flat planes, such as multisectional planar concentrator [32] . It has well energy distribution via sacrificing a larger acceptance angle.
Asymmetric CPC-type solar concentrator
In 1986, Baum et al. [33] presented a geometric analysis with optimal configurations of asymmetric CPC (ACPC). One side of it is combined by a parabolic and involute surfaces, the other side is a single parabolic surface. This kind of ACPC has compact structure that is very suitable for integrated collector storage solar system. Tripanagnostopoulos et al. [34] designed and tested a solar collector consist of two separate absorbers, which are horizontally incorporated in a stationary ACPC. It has large intercepting area due to the two receivers. However, the low geometrical concentration ratio makes it only could be used for low temperature fields. They also designed an integrated collector storage solar system with a parabolic-involute combined ACPC [35, 36] . A comparison between the new ACPC and symmetric CPC had been carried out. The results showed that the new ACPC has lower mean daily efficiency, while it contributes to better water heat preservation during the night compared to the system with symmetric CPC reflector. The optical simulation illustrates that the 100% acceptance angle of ACPC is approaching to ±45º, which means it could be set stationary in a year. Hamdi Kessentini et al. [37] designed an ACPC-CPC integrated solar collector. The ACPC-CPC collector needs no tracking as it has about ±45º acceptance angle. However, the GCR is only 0.86, the highest concentrated temperature is about 65℃. From the above, it can be seen that the main aim of ACPC is to achieve large acceptance angle and thus to realize non-tracking. Thereby, lower the cost of operation and maintenance in actual use.
Multi-surface compound solar concentrator
Multi-surface compound solar concentrator (MSC) is another form of CPC-type concentrator. It is imaging collector, which has high GCR. The structure of multi-surface concentrator is shown in Fig. 6 , which is comprised of two paraboloids and one flat mirror [38] . Hongfei [39] [40] [41] firstly suggested the structure and design of a solar funnel with GCR of 31. It is used for high temperature solar stove. The highest temperature is about 250℃ with the average collection efficiency is about 43%. The solar funnel needs doubleaxis solar tracking mechanism with an acceptable tracking error about 2°. Tao Tao et al. [42, 43] designed a multi-surface trough based on MSC with GCR of 6. The experimental test on air heating has been carried out. The results indicate that the highest temperature of the air heater with a circular glass receiver could be over 140℃. When the collection temperature is around 60℃, the collection efficiency is about 45%. Natarajan [44] presented a novel gravity based passive solar tracking mechanism for MSC. This tracking mechanism performs well in noontime. The difference between simulated minimum incidence angle and the actually obtained from the experimentation is less than 1°.
Special designed MS solar concentrator
Chigueru [45] presented a 4-surface combination CPC-type concentrator with fully illuminated wedge absorber. It was comprised of three segments of parabolas and one involute curve. This concentrator needs no tracking as it has minimum acceptance angles of 30°. It was used for thermal energy supply of industrial processes that temperatures below or equal to 100 ℃.
Julio et al. [46] design an ultra-flat compact concentrator, which is comprised of a large number of small CPC-like cells arraying side by side as is shown in Fig. 7 . These compact designs are much more compact than the traditional ones like lens-mirror combination structure. The acceptance angle could be designed freely and the GCR is relative to the number of the CPC-type cells. However, the complicated structure makes it hard to manufacture and repeated reflections leads to a large decrement of optical efficiency. Secondary concentrators are applied in solar concentrating systems to re-collect solar beams that concentrated by the primary concentrators.
Timinger [47] presented secondary concentrator with nonregular shapes for increasing the concentration of radiation from a given field of heliostats, is well suitable for partitioning the receiver into several units, arranged side by side. It is combined by two CPCs and its entrance and exit aperture could be designed as rectangle or circle, thus obtain different GCR and focus' uniformity.
Chung-Yu Tsai [48] presented a novel variable-focus-parabolic (VFP) reflector in which the focal length is not fixed, but varies as a function of the horizontal displacement of the incidence point relative to the vertical centerline of the solar cell, presented in Fig.  8 . The simulation results have proved that the VFP concentrator guides 98.8% of the incoming lights onto the solar cell and improves the irradiance distribution uniformity by around 92% compared to that achieved by the single parabolic reflector.
ME solar concentrator
Multi-element combination is another kind of solar concentrator, which is very popular for large aperture concentrator. It usually contains two or more optical elements, including primary concentrators and assistant concentrators. It could also be named as multi-stage concentrator. Generally, the primary concentrator could be a PTC, Linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) or Fresnel lens etc. and the assistant concentrator could be a small size PTC, CPC, CPC-type concentrator, TIR concentrator, or even a simple mirror. Because of the large size, structure of primary concentrator is not easy to be maintained perfectly due to the huge weight and environmental factors, the lights could not be concentrated onto a strict focal point or a focal line. Adding assistant concentrator can enhance the intercept efficient as well as lower the requirement of tracking precision. Generally, it can be classified as reflection-type, transmission-type, and hybrid combination.
Two elements combination
Reflection-type two elements combination
Concentrators used for solar thermal collection are attracting more attention to its intercepting ability so that it could obtain high collection efficiency as much as possible. Figure 9 shows a compact two-stage solar concentrator. The primary is a parabolic and involute surfaces combined structure and the secondary is an involute-surface concentrator. The focus of the primary concentrator could be set on point B and C. The concentrator has a half-acceptance angle of 20°. It can be seen, the height of the concentrator is approaching to the diameter of the receiver, which means that the design is near the highest achievable compactness. Of course, it can also be seen as a combination of two ACPCs introduced in reference [26] .
John et al. [49] presented a linear focusing solar concentrator with two reflecting as presented in Fig. 10 . The concentrator has a large stationary hemi-cylinder reflector and a small motive elliptical reflector, which is tracking the sun. The deep secondary reflector can reduce convective heat loss due to the wind on the hot fluid pipe is very small. Compare to parabolic reflectors, the two-trough structure has better performance in actual weather due to its stationary primary reflector.
The large-size solar concentrators that used for solar power plant mainly are two-stage concentrators and CPCs are chosen as secondary concentrators. Figure 11 shows a typical form of largersize solar concentrator which consists of a PTC and a CPC. PTC has a perfect concentrating performance theoretically, but it requires high precision for sun tracking. Besides, it is apt to accumulating dust and snow and suffering heavy wind lord due to the upward concave shape. LFR could avoid these weaknesses for it has gaps between every two reflectors [50] [51] [52] [53] . However, the receiver of these concentrators is always on top of primary concentrators, which leads to the blocking loss on the back of the secondary. Thereby, the primary concentrator is generally designed much larger than the secondary one to neglect the effect of blocking. Also, another important weakness of LFR is lower, which needs strong frame to support.
It is different from the concentrating thermal application, secondary concentrators that used for concentrating photovoltaic usually adopt parabolic of flat surfaces take the place of involute surface to get better energy uniformity. As shown in Fig. 12 , secondary one with parabolic, hyperbolic, or flat surface could be designed as imaging concentrator. The secondary reflector and the primary reflector can be designed coplanar to keep its structure more compact. Golden [54] had investigated the performance of the two structures on the imaging and non-imaging. He found that non-imaging form has better tolerance for tracking error than imaging form, but its GCR is relatively less.
Xianlong Meng [55] designed symmetrical two-stage concentrator using a flat mirror as the secondary reflector. The primary reflector are two parabolic solar dishes, which can be design separately. In addition, the GCR could be increased by adding the numbers of primary reflectors. The flat secondary mirror reflects the concentrated light down to the receiver that is set on the ground. The disadvantage of this structure is that each of the solar dish needs an independent tracking. Qiang Cheng [56] used a large aperture PTC as the primary concentrator and a less aperture PTC as the collimated reflector. The light distribution on the solar cells is uniform. Unfortunately, a dark area occurs near the center plane due to the blocking of secondary reflector, which leads the receiver to be divided into two parts. Xianlong Meng [57] designed a special structure secondary reflector to solve the blocking. He proposed a novel free-form Cassegrain secondary concentrator for PV/T hybrid utilization. As Fig. 13 shows, the secondary concentrator is combined by parabolic and hyperbolic surfaces. The radiation in the center is used for high temperature thermal collection and the remaining heat flux around the edge of focal spot is directed to the solar cell for electricity generation. The maximum GCR for PV receiver is about 40, and is about 2215 for thermal receiver. Kok-Keong Chong et al. introduced a latitude-orientated mode of non-imaging focusing heliostat (LO-NIFH) using spinning-elevation tracking method. The primary concentrator is a heliostat array and the secondary is a square conic-shaped collector. One of the most important merits is that it makes a heliostat operating at a very narrow range of incident angles ranging from 0° to 52° for 14h of tracking time per day. The optical efficiency is above 88% [58] . The secondary can also be CPC-type structures [59, 60] . A similar type is non-imaging dish concentrator (NIDC). The difference is the primary concentrator is a dish-shaped reflectors array. In addition, the secondary concentrator could be CPC, CPC-type, or TIR collectors [61] [62] [63] . Mahmoud Abdelhamid [64, 65] presented a new CPV/T structure to avoid the blocking loss of secondary concentrator. A small-scale CPC is put into the glass tube receiver together with the working fluid pipe. Both of the back and front of the CPC are adhered solar cells so that the blocked light could be reused. The experimental results illustrate that thermal efficiency is about 37% at 365℃ and electrical efficiency is about 8%. The total system electricity generation is around 25% of incoming DNI, by assuming under high temperature stream. While the disadvantage of this system is that electricity conversion efficiency of GaAs solar cells is too low as the working temperature of the solar cells is too high. Sheng Wang [66] presented a hybrid solar energy system, which combines the advantages of concentrated solar power technology and high performance concentrated photovoltaic cells, shown in Fig. 14. On one hand, the secondary reflector has double reflective surfaces. The convex surface is used for reflecting the converged rays that come from the primary reflector to the bottom solar cells. On the other hand, the concave surface reflects the center incoming rays to the pipe receiver. The working fluid could be heated by the waste heat of the solar cells and the secondary reflector simultaneously.
Another special application is solar collectors combined with solar stills. The difference is the solar concentrator is not directly compounded with solar still. Thus, the water inside the solar still is heated by both solar still itself and the solar concentrator. Also, the phase change material was used for retaining the redundant heat in daytime [67, 68] .
Transmission-type two elements combination
The blocking loss mentioned in the section 3.1.1 of reflective combination concentrator could be completely solved by transmission-type combination structures. In 1976, Pereira et al. [69] described lens-mirror combination structure that contains a lens and a couple of elliptic mirrors, shown in Fig. 15 . The concentrator can collect all radiation incident on the lens aperture AA1 with incident angles no more than θa. Similarly, another structure uses a flat plate Fresnel lens for taking the place of convex lens. Lens-mirror combination concentrator has an fnumber of approximating to 1.0, which is much smaller than a single CPC's.
Nelson [70] designed a line-focus Fresnel lens solar concentrator with a CPC-type secondary, which was used for heating water. The illustrated temperature could reach to 143℃ and the daily collection efficiency is about 50%. Xinglong Ma [71] combined cylindrical Fresnel lens with folding plane secondary reflector. The maximum and minimum thickness of cylindrical Fresnel lens is 7 mm and 2 mm respectively. The aperture width is 650mm, which archives a GCR of 9.2. The intercepted optical efficiency is about 0.84.
It is effective to enlarge acceptance angle and increase intercept coefficient by combining Fresnel lens with secondary reflector, while the energy distribution is generally not uniform enough for solar cells. Muhammad Burhan [72] designed a CPV system by taking a large convex lens as primary concentrator and a little concave lens as secondary re-director. The energy distribution in the focal area is highly uniformed. The generated electricity was used for electrolytic hydrogen. The maximal solar to hydrogen efficiency is 18%.
Fresnel-Köhler (FK) system is one of typical transmission-type two elements combined system. FK system is comprised of Fresnel lens and Köhler integrator, a special designed TIR concentrator. Ling Fu et al. [73] designed several refractive TIR concentrators with different shapes that used as the optics under the same Fresnel lens to analyze their optical performances, as presented in Fig. 16 . It has been found that statistical mixing offers higher flexibility for the solar application. The half-egg shaped secondary can always re-concentrates the light onto the center area of the secondary. Thus, different cut structures could be derived from the half-egg shape to decrease the material and easy theirs manufacture.
Pablo Zamora and Rubén Mohedano et al. [74, 75] had made further improvement on FK system. The Fresnel lens and TIR-type secondary concentrator were designed non-rotational symmetric structure, shown in Fig. 17 . This FK concentrator module has outstanding geometrical concentration and better irradiance uniformity. The optical efficiency is about 0.85 and the electrical efficiency is up to 32.7%. They also designed a dome-shaped FK concentrator [76, 77] . Comparing to normal FK concentrator, dome-shaped FK concentrator has higher concentrationacceptance product and thus it has better optical performance. Besides, they have found that f-number is an important factor of transmission efficiency. Although the FK concentrator enhances the performance, it increases the adsorption loss, system cost and difficulty of installation. Alex Goldstein [78] put forward a wineglass-like concentrator, which combines a dual-mirror aplanat to an aspheric plano-convex lens. Raytracing confirms that dispersion losses here are negligible when the lenses comprise glass or acrylic (n=1.5, integrated over the terrestrial solar spectrum). If the acceptance angle decreases to 1°, the GCR of modified non-imaging design would reach 1060.
ME combination
Reflection-type ME combination
One of the remained two-stage solar concentrator in the section 3.1.1, LFR concentrator, generally have inferior performance due to losses in the mirror field. These include blocking of reflected radiation and shading of adjacent mirrors from incoming radiation. To solve this problem, Mills et al. [79] put forward compact linear Fresnel reflector (CLFR) which is suitable for large-scale solar thermal power generation plants. A CLFR system creates multiple receiver targets for the reflectors to reduce optical losses in adjacent mirrors. Another advantage of this structure is that it avoids the block of secondary reflector due to the secondary reflectors were set aside of the linear reflector field. Rungasamy [80] proposed that receiver of CLFR could be modified by including an etendue conserving mirror field as opposed to a flat field. Etendue was used as an indicator of the losses within the system and therefore the optical optimization of the mirror field seeks to conserve incoming etendue. This could be done once for peak conditions and subsequently fixed with mirrors rotating throughout the day; or the mirror axis points could also be allowed to move up and down throughout the day, creating new etendue conservation curves.
Mordechai Lando [81] designed and constructed an astigmatic corrected target-aligned (ACTA) solar concentrator, which was comprised by three parts. As Fig. 18 shows, a 3.4 m diameter Fig. 16 . Shaped-TIR concentrator for FK system [73] . Fig. 17 . Non-rotational symmetric designed FK system [74] . primary mirror, composed of 61 segments, was mounted on a commercial two-axis positioner. A four-segment plane mirror reflects the light towards a horizontal focal plane. In addition, a CPC secondary was used as the third stage concentrator. Peak solar concentration in the focal plane exceeded 400 suns. It rendered the ACTA configuration an attractive option for future high concentration solar energy collector. ACTA tower configuration may also be compared to a furnace design.
Hongfei Zheng et al. [82] designed a solar daylighting system by combining three MSC concentrators as shown in Fig. 19 . The primary concentrator is a MSC funnel. CPC 1 is a collimator and CPC 2 is a re-concentrator that used for reflecting lights into the fiber. The experimental results showed that this solar fiber lamp could provide a brightness of a 6-8 W electrical energy-saving lamp with the entrance diameter of the primary funnel is 0.2 m 2 . Muhs [83, 84] described a system that collects and distributes the visible portion of sunlight using large-core optical fibers and combines it with electrically generated light in existing light fixtures, expressed in Fig. 20 . An intelligent control strategy was adopted to accommodate lighting requirements in nighttime or cloud cover. A different solar PV/T configuration suggested by Horne [85] involved a Cassegrainian system in which a parabolic primary reflector and a hyperbolic secondary reflector directed solar radiation in through a window of a black body cavity. As illustrated in Fig. 21 , the cavity has a parabolic ceiling, which provided more uniform illumination of the emitted light and redirected the light towards PV cells attached to a flat wall at the back.
The conventional design of concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) dedicates one concentrator for each solar cell, in which single concentrator is capable to concentrate solar radiation onto single solar cell. Muhammad et al. [86] proposed a novel concentrating assembly for CPV system, which was structured to concentrate solar radiation onto four multi-junction solar cells with a single set of concentrators. The multi-leg homogenizer not only could reduce the number of concentrators and assembly efforts for CPV systems, but also achieve an acceptance angle of 1°, for which the normalized power output is maximum and stable. The maximum tracking error is about 6.4°.
Hybrid ME combination
The primary optics of hybrid multi-element combination concentrator are reflectors, Fresnel lenses or even both. Some other optics would also be employed to get better concentrating performance. Xinglong Ma et al. [3, 87, 88] designed and completed an experiment on a compound cylindrical Fresnel solar concentrator. As Fig. 22 shows, the primary concentrator is consist of a cylindrical Fresnel lens and two sets of LFRs. The secondary reflector is a two-surface combined CPC-typed concentrator. It is given consideration to the advantage of better wind and rain resistance and disadvantage of low transmittance on two flanks of Fig. 18 . ACTA solar concentrator [81] . Fig. 19 . Three MSCs combination [82] . cylindrical Fresnel lens when designing. The enclosed space could also create greenhouse effect so that the heat loss of the concentrator is much lower. It could reach a heating temperature as high as 240℃.
Spectral beam splitting technology is another realm. An implementation of this system is shown in Fig. 23 , where a tracking linear Fresnel lens is focusing light through a cylindrical plano-concave lens and onto a linear PV array, which is thermally anchored to a copper substrate containing cooling channels [89] . A spectrally selective heat-mirror positioned between the planoconcave lens and the PV receiver splits part of the beam off to an evacuated tube receiver, placed out of the path of the incident rays. The optical losses could be substantial in this design hence attention should be given to evaluate the concentration achieved will be sufficient for the efficient operation of both PV and thermal receivers or not.
Yogev et al. [90] proposed a triple-focusing Cassegrainian concentrator for satellite applications. The incident spectrum was split into three parts by a Cassegrainian hyperbolic mirror, coated by a long pass filter, and a dichroic beam splitter for the simultaneous operation of a solar pumped laser, a PV receiver, and a thermal receiver. Segal et al. [91] have studied two different configurations for the integration of a selective mirror into the beam-down tower design. This configuration is presented in Fig.  24 . The beam splitter reflects one spectral band horizontally to a PV array, and transmits the remainder of the spectrum to the CPCs. From the total peak power that hits the heliostat field, 20.6% arrives at the PV cells and about 48% is available for thermal conversion processes, which indicates slightly larger optical losses for this configuration.
Special-shaped solar concentrators
Normal combination structure usually could not satisfy the special concentrating requirement, so some innovative designs of solar concentrator have been carried out. Chung-Yu Tsai [92, 93] designed a free-form trough reflector (FFT) which yields a significant improvement in both the irradiance uniformity and the heating efficiency. The profile was designed by using a free-form surface creation method so that each incident ray is directed to a certain user-specified point on the heat-pipe surface. However, the heating efficiency of FFT is maximum only for the normal incidence condition, so FFT needs strict solar tracking.
A two-dimensional CPC proposed by Winston is well known as a typical static concentrator, but it has a problem that its height is too high to use in PV module application. In order to obtain a large acceptance angle and high uniformity within a small space, Yoshioka et al. [94] designed a two dimensional compound elliptic lens (2D-CEL) for a photovoltaic static concentrator. The 2D-CEL has only a small reflective loss at a boundary surface between materials with different refractive indices. It has high acceptance angle that reaches to 78°, which performs better than 2D-CPC. The maximum yearly averaged optical concentration ratio of 1.75 was obtained for global radiation when the 2D-CEL was installed at a tilt angle equal to the latitude of Tokyo (N35º).
Kwangsun Ryu et al. [95] designed a multi-focus Fresnel lens. The Fresnel lens has been divided into three parts-the center part is a planar convex lens, the middle part between the center and edge part is normal Fresnel lens and the edge part is designed as TIR-like Fresnel lens. The focuses of three parts distributed side by side from center to side and it has better focal uniformity. However, the prism-like elements on TIR part of the Fresnel lens have a thinner and keen-edged structure, which is difficult to manufacture.
Michael et al. [96] carried out a performance investigation on a wedge-shaped luminescent solar concentrator (LSC), shown in Fig.  25 . The concentrator is designed based on total inner reflection and thus it has a very abnormal property. It is different from the convectional solar concentrator that under the conditions of summer when the sun is high in the sky, the average wedge LSC concentrator efficiency is 3.5%, while the planar LSC achieves an efficiency of 6.3%. However, when the sun stays low in the sky, such as during early winter, the wedge LSC concentrates light with a maximum efficiency of 32.8% more than four times greater than that of the planar LSC at 7.6%. Therefore, it is suitable for high latitude area. Jung Min Kim et al. [97] presented an analysis of a concentrator based on an optically transparent planar waveguide with a diffused reflector on the rear surface and PV devices placed at the edge of the waveguide. It could be regarded as dielectric total inner reflection linear Fresnel reflector, shown in Fig. 26 . The concentrator could be stationary and easily made. When in a low geometric concentration ratio, the optical efficiency could reach to 80% and the acceptance angle is about 60º.
Chao-Wen Liang et al. [98] designed a thin profile solar concentrator utilizing toroidal confocal relay, presented in Fig. 27 . It has very high concentration and especially, the focus is on the center of the bottom surface, which means that the focal length is zero (f-number=0). A great accompanying advantage is the small volume of concentrating system when it is used for concentrated photovoltaic. However, the toroidal confocal lens need high tracking precision that smaller than 0.46°.
Discussion and perspective
Discussion on differences
The basic direction of the structural development of solar concentrator is from simple to complex, and the ability of capturing energy is much more efficiency. In order to satisfy different application conditions, varies concentrators, from simple surface to multiple surfaces and single element to multi-element combination have been designed. In addition, the respective structures have been designed corresponding to their emphatic performances. The characteristics and applications of solar concentrators are given in Table 1 . Combined with the above detailed elaboration, thorough analysis could be made from the aspect of application, structure, and researching method.
Application
According to Table 1 , the main applications of solar concentrators focus on CT, CPV and CPV/T. CSP belongs to the hightemperature thermal application. For CT system, the most important thing is to collect the focused light efficiently, which requires complex composite surface structures [22] [23] [24] [25] 27, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , or multi-element combination forms [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] 79, 87] . In general, not a lot attention has been paid to the uniformity of focused light. However, for CPV system, energy distribution uniformity of focus becomes a very important design objective because uniformity has a significant effect on the photoelectric conversion efficiency of solar cell. Meanwhile, inhomogeneous distribution makes it difficult to cool the solar cell [20, 21, 47, 55, 56, [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] 85, 86] . Fig. 25 . Wedge-shaped concentrator [96] . For CPV/T system, there are two ways for utilization. On one hand, concentrators separate lights and focus respectively on different targets, solar cell and heat absorber. It generated electricity and thermal heat directly. Concentrators will have special requirements for the structures. For example, reference [85] introduced a free-form Cassegrain mirror that reflects the light from the PTC to two receivers respectively. In the references [89] [90] [91] , beam splitter is utilized to separate light according to wavelengths and transmit them onto the corresponding receiver, so that light with different wavelengths could achieve the maximum energy conversion efficiency. On the other hand, many CPV/T systems are mainly focusing on CPV, and the collected heat is the recovered waste heat getting from the cooling of solar cell [29, 30, 64, 65] . In addition, another commonly used aspect is daylighting [82] [83] [84] , which generally need imaging concentrator, so that the converged lights can be conducted into the fiber easily.
GCR, as a performance parameter of concentrator, usually determines the application of the concentrator. Concentrators with smaller GCR could only improve solar energy flux density to a small extent. Therefore, it could only be applied for low-grade hot water and low power concentrating photovoltaic. For some MS solar concentrators introduced in references [20] [21] [22] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [33] [34] [35] [36] , GCR generally falls in the range of 2-3, and the maximum does not exceed 4. The benefit is that the acceptance angle of small-GCR concentrator is relatively larger, which brings several advantages such as non-tracking, reduced operation and low maintenance costs etc. Concentrators with large GCR could enhance solar energy flux density significantly. Therefore, this kind of concentrator is commonly used for high temperature heat collection and high power CPV system. Generally, multi-element combination structures are usually designed to achieve high power concentration so that GCR is ranged from hundreds to thousands. Consequently, acceptance angle of this type of concentrator is relatively small, so that tracking mechanism is required, as introduced in references [50] [51] [52] [53] 57, 66, [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] 81, 82] . The allowed tracking error angles of these concentrators are generally less than 1°, some even as small as 0.1°, which requires high-precision photoelectrical tracking devices. Especially for large PTC system, the hydraulic tracking device is required to meet the strict tracking requirements. Muhammad Burhan, 2017 [72] Simulative Figure 28 shows the combination of MS and ME concentrators. Combining with Table 1 , for CT, the main purpose is to collect the focused light efficiently. Involute surface is much more appropriated to the near-receiver part. Most of the MS concentrators [20, 23, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] 44] and secondary concentrators of ME concentrators [50] [51] [52] [53] 68, 79] have this structural feature. Also, circle and parabola are used in ACPC to enlarge acceptance angle. Uniformity of energy distribution is very important for CPV system. Hence, as described in references [20, 21, 47, 55, 85, [88] [89] [90] [91] , the reflectors near the receiver is mostly flat surface which does not change the order of light transmission. Also, TIR concentrators can be used as homogenizer for CPV system [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] .
Structures usually have clear characteristic parameters, such as lighting area, aperture width, focal length and so on. Generally, the ratio of focal length and aperture width is called f-number. Some scholars also defined it as the aspect ratio of a concentrator. When f-number is much larger, the concentrator would appear to be narrow and high, which goes against to large-scale construction due to it occupies vertical space. As pointed out in reference [61] , the f-number of a CPC is relatively large. Whereas the f-number of Fresnel lens could usually be designed close to 1.0 or smaller, which allows the concentrator to have a lower height with a larger aperture area. The FK system mentioned in the references [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] has an f-number close to 1.0 and references [50] [51] [52] [53] 58, 59] adopt secondary concentrators with f-numbers less than 1.0. This facilitates the application of the concentrator. The thin profile solar concentrator described in the reference [90] made this index into the limit value that theoretical f-number equals to 0.0, which means the thin profile concentrator would occupy very little vertical space.
Research method
With the structures of solar concentrator becoming complicated, the research methods are also kept changing. Figure 29 shows the statistics on research methods in different periods. It could be found that before 1999, solar concentrators have been mainly researched by theoretical and experimental methods. Then between 2000 and 2009, the computer-aided method appeared and it was increasing greatly after 2010. Instead, the theoretical method is scarcely used. The reason is that computer technology was not popular before 1999, especially in optical application. The geometrical optics theory is the only method to study solar concentrator. Since 2000, the computer technology was popularizing and computer-aided method such as numerical computation and optical simulation have been applied in optics. When after 2010, the various structures of solar concentrator and complex applications make it difficult to use theoretical method to make a multi-analysis. However, computer-aided method could easily deal with it. Monte-Carlo tracing theory that used in optical simulation software could simulate the characteristics of natural light. Moreover, the coupling property of energy conversion, transfer and dissipation could be obtained conveniently. Nevertheless, experiment is a generally used method. The computer-aided method could work out some results only under the ideal-defined boundary conditions, which are differ from the actual used conditions. Thus, experiment could verify the computer-aided work and even direct the process of computeraided method reversely.
Discussion on universality
Solar concentrator has been used for increasing the energy density and concentrating irradiance into a small area so that it could be collected expediently. With this understanding, a higher collection efficiency is being pursued. However, whatever MS or ME combination, the structure is more complex than a single surface or element concentrator. The costs of design, testing, manufacturing and the material consumption are increased unavoidably. Also, the optical efficiency would even reduce due to the processes increment of reflection and refraction. Why still did many researchers study on these complex concentrators? It could be found from references [20, 21] that a parabolic and flat surfaces combined concentrator has more advantages than conventional CPC, such as low f-number, large acceptance angle, non-tracking as well as long working time. References [3, 87, 88] illustrate Fresnel lens could obtain a wider tracking error tolerance when employing a secondary concentrator. References [50] [51] [52] [53] 74] show that the large-size solar concentrator even cannot concentrate lights into the receiver entirely without adding the secondary concentrator. Therefore, in actual engineering application, the complexity on the structure of MS and ME combination concentrator is in exchange for several critical advantages, including increasing acceptance angle, improving collection efficiency, reducing the tracking precision and lower the cost of operation and maintenance etc.
Perspective
Solar energy is a widely distributed clean energy, which is also a future energy. Solar concentration is the most effective way to collect solar energy to obtain high quality energy. Solar concentrators with different GCRs could be applied to get energy with different qualities. The structure of solar concentrators go through from single to complex, the concentration performance has been improved concomitantly. Generally, enhancing usability of solar concentrator is the main direction of its development. Nowadays, solar applications are not limited in CT and CPV, but in many other fields such as solar daylighting, solar-pumped laser, solar cooling, solar desalination etc. It has been believed that more and more innovative designs on solar concentrator will be proposed in the future.
In addition, computer-aided analysis has greatly promoted the study of solar concentrator. The computer-aided design, numerical computation and simulation method have taking the place of conventional researching methods gradually. Computer-aided analysis will play an important role in future study on solar concentrator.
Conclusions
This paper reviewed the development of solar concentrators with MS and ME combinations. The combination on optical elements of MS and ME solar concentrators was diagramed and theirs advantages and disadvantages were evaluated. Concomitantly, the research method are also changed. Several conclusions have been summarized as follows: 1. MS solar concentrators are usually designed for low power concentration. The acceptance angle is in the range of 30~60°, which is large enough to work with no tracking. ME solar concentrators are concerned more about high power concentration, so they have been designed with large sizes and GCR generally. The added assistant concentrators could greatly reduce the requirement on precision of tracking mechanism. 2. Concentrators that used for CT pays more attention to lights' intercepting ability, so involute surface is much more appropriated to the near-receiver part. However, involute surface is not suitable for CPV because it cannot ensure the light uniformity. 3. The computer-aided method including numerical computation, optical simulation, etc. are gradually taking the place of conventional theoretical method, which makes it much easier to analyze various structures of solar concentrator and complex applications.
